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§13. Time Dependent Ionization and Flare 
Models 
Kato, T., Kato, M., Shibata, K. (Kyoto University, Kazan 
Obs.) 
We have analyzed the time evolution of solar 
flare X-ray spectra from He-like Fe, Ca and S ions 
by the Bragg Crystal Spectrometer (BCS) on the 
Yohkoh satellite. We derived time-dependent ion 
density ratios such as n(Li-like)/n(He-like), n(Be-
like)/n(He-like), n(B-like)/n(He-like). The results 
show a deviation from ionization equilibrium [1]. 
We investigate the origin of the deviation and 
consider time dependent ionization models 
assuming material flow in solar flares or multiple 
loops occurring with a short time period. 
Time dependent ionization model with flow 
We make a time dependent model assuming a 
flow from the foot point to the loop top in a solar 
flare. This idea can be expressed by a residence 
time 'r of ions in the solar flare. Using the time 
dependent electron temperature and the density 
derived from the observed spectra, we calculated 
the time dependent ion density for Fe, Ca and S 
ions. We assumed 'r = 50 sec. which corresponds 
to the value L/v = 10000 km I (200 km/s) = 50 
sec. where L is the length of the flare and v is the 
velocity of the flow. The calculated results for 
time dependent ion density ratios are plotted in 
Fig.l and 2. We tentatively decreased the derived 
electron density more than factor 3, then a 
deviation of the density ratios from the equilibrium 
is obtained as shown in Fig.l and 2. 
Multiple-Loop Model 
Koshelev and Kononov[2] proposed a flare 
model consisting of many short elementary flares 
. Recently Hori et al [3] proposed a rYlultiple-
loop model in a context of a magnetic 
reconnection. An essential point of these models 
is that duration time of a flare 'rd is shorter than 
the ionization time 'ri' Then the ion abundance 
never has time to reach ionization equilibrium. 
366 
We assumed multiple flares which successively 
occur every 60 sec. (10 sec. for rising and 20 sec. 
for decay) and solved the time dependent 
ionization for each flare and summed the ion 
density of each flare. We have plotted the 
density ratios at the peak of the ion density for 
each flare in Figs. 1 and 2 for Fe ions. This shows 
a similar variation with those derived from the 
observed spectra. 
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Fig. 1 The ion density ratios of n(Li-like)/n(He-like) of Fe 
ions derived from the spectra (solid line). The dot-dashed 
line and dashed line indicate the results by the flow model 
and the multiple loop model, respectively. 
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Fig. 2 The density ratios of He-like Fe ions to hydrogen 
derived from the spectra (solid line). 
